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1. INTRODUCTION

Transcoding is a technique that transforms multimedia, e.g. text, images, audio and/or video, from the original

format in which the multimedia was encoded into a second alternative format.  Within the emerging world of

wireless connectivity to the Web,  transcoding of Internet multimedia enables Internet content providers, e.g. Web

sites, and Internet service providers (ISP) to transform Web content so that a wider collection of Internet-enabled

client devices, such as cell phones and personal digital assistants (PDA), can have access to that content.  As a

second equally important benefit, transcoding of Internet multimedia enables Web sites and ISP’s to increase the

perceived speed of access to that content by additional

compression of text, image, audio, and/or video over slow

Internet access links. 

As shown in Figure 1, the Internet is experiencing a rapid

diversification in the types of network links used to connect

to the Internet, e.g. 56K modems, cable modems, digital

subscriber loops (DSL), cellular data links such as the

European/Asian GSM standard, wireless data services such

as Mobitex, wireless LAN's, etc.  Transcoding enables

re-compression of multimedia content, i.e. reduction in the

content's byte size, so that the delay for downloading

multimedia content can be reduced.  Compression-based

transcoding over links with the most limited bandwidth can

dramatically improve the interactivity of Web access.  An additional advantage of reducing the byte size of

multimedia content is reducing the cost over tariffed access links that charge per kilobyte of data transferred.

At the same time, the Internet is experiencing a rapid proliferation in the kinds of client devices used to access the

Internet, e.g. desktop workstations, laptops, Web-enabled screen phones, Internet-enabled cellular phones, integrated

television/Web set-top boxes, handheld Palm PDA’s with Web access, etc.  Transcoding enables the transformation
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Figure 1. The emerging world of the wireless
Web consists of a wide variety of fixed and
mobile clients connected to the Internet over a
wide range of link speeds, all trying to access
multimedia content  stored on a remote Web
server or database.
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of multimedia content so that each of these increasingly diverse client devices can have access to the Internet’s rich

multimedia content, albeit in transcoded form.

1.1 Adapting To Bandwidth Heterogeneity

A common motivation for applying transcoding is to reduce the delay experienced when downloading

multimedia-rich Web pages over Internet access links of limited bandwidth, e.g. modem links and/or wireless access

links [Liljeberg95, Fox96a, Bickmore97, Fleming97, Han98, Smith98a, Bharadvaj98].  The transcoding function is

typically placed within an HTTP proxy that resides between the content provider’s Web server and the client Web

browser.  The transcoding proxy reduces the size in bytes of the multimedia content via lossy compression

techniques (e.g. images are more aggressively compressed, HTML text is summarized).  The proxy then sends the

re-compressed multimedia content over the modem/wireless access link down to the client.  The reduction in byte

size over the access link, typically a bottleneck, enables an often significant reduction in the perceived response time.

 Transcoding has also been applied to continuous media to reduce a video’s bit rate and thereby enable clients

connected over bandwidth-constrained links to receive the modified video stream [Amir95, Yeadon96, Tudor97].

The terms distillation, summarization, dynamic rate shaping, and filtering are frequently used as synonyms for

transcoding when reducing latency (via compression over low-bandwidth links) is the primary motivation for

transcoding.

While transcoding reduces response time over very slow links, compression-based transcoding can actually increase

the response time over high bandwidth links [Han98].  The operation of transcoding adds latency, especially for

images, because decompression and compression are collectively compute-intensive.  Over high bandwidth access

links, the decrease in download time achieved by reducing the byte-size may be less than the increase in delay caused

by transcoding (decompression and re-compression), thereby resulting in inflated response times.  Figure 2

summarizes this behavior and suggests that transcoding should only be performed when the network poses a

sufficient bottleneck.  The precise conditions are derived in later sections.

In addition to compression, a transcoding proxy can also reduce response time by choosing an output transcoded

format that minimizes client-side decoding delay.  ............ See textbook for further information ............

Comparisons of the tradeoffs in response time obtained by moving decoding complexity away from the PDA’s

browser towards a transcoding proxy have been analyzed [Fox98b, Han99].  An early study found that partitioning

most of a text-only Web browser’s complexity away from a PDA into a proxy enabled response times on the order of

several  seconds (in conjunction with caching and prefetching) [Bartlett94].  General architectures have been

proposed that partition application functionality [Watson94] or distribute code objects [Joseph95] between the

network (a server or transcoding proxy) and a mobile client, especially as a means of dynamically adapting to

changing network and client conditions [Nakajima97, Noble97].  The commercial Palm VII PDA conducts wireless
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access to the Internet via a partitioned application structure; streamlined “query” applications on the PDA request

information from selected Web servers, whose content is then transcoded by an intermediate “Web clipping” proxy

to a PDA-specific format [PalmVII99].  

............ See textbook for further information ............

Compression-based transcoding includes both compression within a media type as well as summarization across

media types.  ............ See textbook for further information ............

A convenient means of summarizing the multiple ways to transcode, i.e. conversion and re-compression of content

both between media types as well as within a media type, is depicted in the “InfoPyramid” data model of Figure 3

[Mohan99].  ............ See textbook for further information ............

While the type of transcoding described in this section uses re-compression to adapt to links with different bandwidth

characteristics, it has also been proposed that transcoding be applied to adapt to links with different loss/error

characteristics [Swann98, de los Reyes98].  In this form of transcoding, the encoding format of the multimedia is

adapted by a transcoder into a format that is more error-resilient to packet losses and/or bit corruption within a

packet’s payload.

1.2 Adapting To Client Heterogeneity

A second common motivation for applying transcoding is to resolve mismatches between a client's decoding

capabilities and a content provider’s encoding formats, so that multimedia can be conveyed to a variety of clients.

Codec mismatches are often caused by hardware limitations on mobile clients, software restrictions at the client

and/or content provider, and constraints imposed by the end user and/or environment in which the mobile client is

operated.  To compensate for codec incompatibilities, transcoding is applied to convert the original format of

multimedia into a form that can be viewed and/or played back by a client.  Consequently, transcoding expands the

number and types of fixed and mobile clients with access to existing content.  The terms translation, content

repurposing, content adaptation, reformatting, data transformation, media conversion, clipping, universal access,

format conversion, and filtering are often used as synonyms for transcoding when it is applied to adapt to client

heterogeneity.

Transcoding is currently being applied in a variety of contexts to adapt to different client/user requirements.  Speech

recognition and speech synthesis represent two traditional examples of transcoding technologies in which a

conversion process is required in order to resolve codec mismatches and convey useful information to the client/user.

They can be classified as speech-to-text transcoding and text-to-speech transcoding respectively.  In addition,
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transcoding is being applied to  transform Web pages (images and HTML text) so that handheld PDA’s can browse

the Web [Gessler95, Fox98a, Han98, Smith98a]. Since PDA clients are constrained by their small screen size (e.g.

160x160 screen), often limited display depth (e.g. 2 bits of grayscale per pixel), limited memory, relatively slow

processor, and limited support of media types (e.g. audio and/or video may not be supported), then transcoding

provides a way to overcome these constraints so that images and text can be properly displayed on these handheld

devices.  Color GIF and JPEG images have been transcoded and pre-scaled to 2-bit grayscale bitmaps by a proxy

[Fox98b, Han99]. 

In the future, we envision an expansion of the role of transcoding to cope with the rising number of codec

mismatches caused by an increasingly heterogeneous world of Internet access devices.  First, increasingly diverse

client-side hardware for Internet access devices will likely drive the need for transcoding.  ............ See textbook for

further information ............

A second likely role for transcoding will be adaptation of multimedia to suit human user preferences or needs as well

as to suit environmental restrictions.  ............ See textbook for further information ............

A third category in which we anticipate the development of more transcoding solutions is based on resolving

software codec mismatches between the client’s decoder and the content provider’s encoder.  Web servers and Web

browsers will likely need to transition to incorporate new software standards, e.g. XML, MP3, PNG, JPEG2000,

MPEG4, etc. ............ See textbook for further information ............

2. END-TO-END VS.

PROXY-BASED

TRANSCODING DESIGNS

Multimedia content that needs to be adapted for

presentation to diverse clients over diverse access links can

be either transcoded on-the-fly by a proxy, or

pre-transcoded off-line by a server.  In on-the-fly or

real-time transcoding, a request for content triggers the

content provider to serve the original document, which is

then transformed on-the-fly by a transcoding entity
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Figure 4. Proxy-based transcoding of multimedia
content involves on-the-fly transformations of a
server’s content by an intermediate proxy for
presentation to diverse clients connected to the
Internet over diverse access links. 
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downstream to create a newly adapted version of the document.  As illustrated in Figure 4, the real-time transcoding

entity can be placed without loss of generality in a proxy that is located at some intermediate point between a server

and a requesting client.  The proxy is typically situated in the network on the opposite side of the access link as the

client.  In this way, compression-based transcoding can reduce download times over the often bottlenecked access

link.  For ISP’s that wish to offer a Web transcoding service, the transcoding proxy can be placed within the ISP

access cloud.  For Web sites that desire to provide universal access to their content, the transcoding proxy can be

placed adjacent to the Web server on the content provider’s premises.  Other terms for a transcoding proxy include

mixer [Schulzrinne96], and gateway [Amir95, WAPForum99].

In contrast to the proxy-based approach, the end-to-end design philosophy for transcoding prepares multiple

pre-transcoded versions of a multimedia document off-line, i.e. a server authors multiple versions of a multimedia

document prior to receiving any requests for that document.  Each version is specially tailored for a given client

and/or access link speed.  Consequently, no intermediate proxy is needed to transform the data.  As illustrated in

Figure 5, when a request for a multimedia document is received from a particular client over a given link speed, the

content provider’s server simply selects the appropriate pre-transcoded version to serve, thereby avoiding on-the-fly

transformations.  A simple example of server-side authoring is the support by certain Web sites for text-only or

low-graphics versions of Web pages.  ............ See textbook for further information ............

Table 1 summarizes the tradeoffs associated with

implementing either end-to-end server-side

pre-authoring or proxy-based real-time transcoding.

One of the primary motivations for proxy-based

implementations of transcoding is that the existing

infrastructure of servers and clients doesn’t have to

be modified in order to implement a transcoding

service.  The client browser merely needs to be

redirected to access the Web through an HTTP

transcoding proxy.  Also, existing Web servers need

not be changed. Ideally, any news or entertainment

site on the Web could be accessed via transcoding

technology without burdening content providers with

the need to customize each site for display on

multiple client devices.  In contrast, end-to-end

server-side authoring requires modifications to each Web server to generate multiple client-specific versions of a

given Web page a priori.
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Figure 5.  End-to-end transcoding generates multiple
versions of a multimedia document prior to a client
request.  Each version is adapted for a specific client
and/or access link.  In response to a client request, the
server returns the appropriate pre-transcoded version,
thereby avoiding on-the-fly transcoding by a proxy.
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While proxy-based implementations appear to offer an easy means to deploy transcoding into the existing Web

server and Web client infrastructure, proxy-based solutions introduce their own problems.  First, proxies often

perform compute-intensive decompression and re-compression of images and/or video.  The latency introduced by

such transcoding is often non-negligible, e.g. on the order of a hundred milliseconds on an unloaded image

transcoding proxy [Han98].  If the purpose of applying transcoding is to improve the response time over

low-bandwidth links, then transcoding can under certain conditions worsen the overall response time.  As we scale to

many users, proxies may become quickly overloaded such that compute-intensive transcoding becomes completely

impractical, i.e. the cost of maintaining a farm of proxies to meet transcoding obligations may become too high.

However, several techniques have been offered to alleviate the burden of computation on transcoding proxies.  Fast

transcoding of video and images occurs in the compressed or frequency domain [Acharya98, Amir95, Assuncao98,

Chong96].   ............ See textbook for further information ............   

Another drawback of proxy-based transcoding is security-related.  If multimedia content is encrypted, then a proxy

must be a trusted entity allowed to decrypt the content so that decompression and re-compression can be applied to

the protected content.  ............ See textbook for further information ............

Another disadvantage of the proxy architecture is that the proxy has imperfect knowledge concerning the relative

importance of various media objects within a multimedia Web page, which can lead to an imperfectly transcoded

Web page.  ............ See textbook for further information ............

The process of decompression and lossy re-compression associated with transcoding proxies inherently accumulates

quantization noise each time the cycle is invoked.  This effect is most noticeable when there is a concatenation of

transcoding proxies.  Analog noise accumulates with each transcoding operation, so that the final image or audio

suffers cumulative degradation even though individually each proxy can claim that the degradation it introduced was

relatively minor [Chang94, Wilkinson98].  ............ See textbook for further information ............

Transcoding proxies also lead to excessive information being sent over the backbone network from server to proxy.

For example, the entire Web page is typically transmitted from server to proxy, only to have the proxy significantly

filter the objects on that page via compression.  A more efficient design would be to send only the images and text

that are necessary for final reconstruction on the client, so as not to waste backbone bandwidth.  This efficient

approach is taken by server-side authoring, which sends images and text that have already been compressed to

account for the destination client.
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As shown in Figure 6, a chain of proxies will exacerbate many of the problems mentioned previously.  ............ See

textbook for further information ............

Despite these numerous disadvantages, proxies have the advantage (in addition to ease of deployment) of offering

transitional technology that allows new standards to be incrementally introduced and permits legacy standards to be

indefinitely supported.  When a server adds a new standard for images, audio, video, or text, clients need not

immediately adopt the new standard in order to access the newly encoded content provided that there is a proxy that

can translate the new format into a legacy format.  It is unlikely that all Web sites that adopt a new standard,

especially non-commercial ones, will retain full backward compatibility, i.e. retain multiple versions of an image (in

JPEG2000 and GIF), or an audio stream (MP3 and WAV format).  In the absence of a proxy, it would therefore be

difficult to incrementally deploy new standards without isolating certain users with legacy decoding software.

Some additional tradeoffs in the design of general purpose proxy-based systems have been enumerated [Zenel97,

Border99], including how proxies can break the semantics of TCP.

often broken by a proxyunaffectedTCP semantics

transitional role supporting legacy client
hardware and compression standards,

phased introduction of new standards

backward compatibility may be limitedLegacy support

each proxy needs to be upgraded to add new
encoder and decoder (i.e. 2(N+1) codecs)

each server need to be upgraded to support
N+1 encoders from N encoders

Scalability in terms of
upgrading to a new format

excessive image/text/audio/video sent over
backbone between server and proxy

send appropriately sized images and text
over backbone

Efficiency

noise/analog degradation accumulates with
each decompression-lossy compression cycle

no additional degradationDegradation

proxy has incomplete knowledge of page
composer’s intent, proxy can be aided by
hints from server

server knows semantic importance of each
media object in a page/document

Semantic understanding

proxy must be trusted to decrypt,
decompress, re-compress, and re-encrypt

supports end-to-end encryptionSecurity

highly compute-intensive transcoding, often
under real-time deadline pressure

off-line transcoding can be performed when
convenient

Scalability in terms of
processing

compression reduces delay, but
compute-intensive transcoding adds delay 

little additional delayLatency

no modification at server, client redirected to
point to proxy, client needs to advertise its
characteristics to proxy

upgrade servers to generate multiple
pre-transcoded versions of a Web page,

server informed of client characteristics

Modifications to existing
infrastructure

Proxy-Based Real-Time
Transcoding

End-to-End Serving of
Pre-Transcoded Content

Properties

Table 1.  End-to-end serving of pre-transcoded Web pages vs. proxy-based real-time
transcoding of Web pages.
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3. ARCHITECTURE OF A TRANSCODING PROXY

4. TO TRANSCODE OR NOT TO TRANSCODE

4.1 A Store-and-Forward Image Transcoding Proxy

4.2 A Streamed Image Transcoding Proxy

5. TRANSCODING POLICIES FOR SELECTING

CONTENT

5.1 Optimal Policies For Off-Line Pre-Transcoding

5.2. Policies For Real-time Transcoding

6. A SAMPLE SET OF TRANSCODING POLICIES
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